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The Effectiveness

of Enchanting Jewellery
Nilagh'ri

The Order of Dagon, The Official Cult of Cthulhu

Is it possible to enchant an item for more positivity? I performed an

enchantment ritual on a pendant I own, and wore it to college for 4 days, and

then 4 days without recording my mood at certain times of day. I found that

wearing the pendant improved a normally bad day, but this could be correlation

not causation.

From this I have concluded that wearing the pendant may in fact cause me to be

in a more positive mood, but more testing must be done to rule out the risk of

this being a coincidence.

INTRODUCTION

I decided to experiment with

enchanting items to improve my mood

during college since it's been quite

a negative experience recently. If

this experiment proved successful it

could make the work days of myself

and other Cultists much more

enjoyable and less stressful.

Many people practising Wicca

believe these rituals work despite

them not having a definite

structure, people always add in

something extra or take parts out

but still stand by their belief that

they work. Therefore it's difficult

to get any credible source to cite

since everyone does what they want

and posts it onto some social media

platform.

HYPOTHESIS

Enchanting my pendant and wearing

it will improve my mood during

college.

BIAS

I , personally, have always been

sceptical of Wicca.

And so I began this experiment.

MATERIALS

● Incense (I used Jasmine)

● Jewellery of choice

(I used a   ram head pendant)

● Pen and Paper

● Dark quiet room

METHOD

Hang or hold your jewellery of

choice directly over the incense

smoke to get rid of all the energy

already attached to it, i.e. to create

a blank slate. Do this for 1-5

minutes, and write down a chant to

call forth a deity or entity you wish

to work with. I wrote as such:

"Iä! Shub-niggurath! Black goat of

the woods with a thousand young. I

beg thee to assist your child in this

ritual."

I chose Shub-Niggurath but you can

use whatever archetype or deity etc

you wish. I then wrote "I AM

POSITIVE" underneath.

I void meditated until reaching a

void state and took the pendant away

from the incense and held the ram

head in my hands, chanting "I am

positive" focusing on the words and

the meaning of positive and

thinking things that made me feel

positive.



Once I felt that I had done this long

enough I wore it as I slept, and began

the experiment the next day.

RESULTS

* --  neutral result

DISCUSSION

As you can see from the results, when I was wearing the pendant my week was

better, and Tuesday normally being a very miserable day ended up being more

positive. I also wore it at night and at 8am on Monday I woke up flawlessly and

ready to start the day, a rarity for me. Suggesting that this does indeed work.

What I found out is that most if not all of this, and maybe other Wiccan

practises, relies on the power of belief. This is what allows it to have such

extremely adaptable rituals, and me being a sceptic may have hindered the

experiment, not allowing it to reach its full potential.

But, to truly discover the authenticity of these rituals we will need Father

Dagon’s time, and Mother Hydra’s scope to aid us. But, if we do discover that

these work, we could improve Cultists mood throughout their days, or make them

more confident, or motivated, whatever their intention is. If this truly works.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the pendant might have improved my mood on a normally horrible

day when I had forgotten about it, but did not make me productive, and may have

helped me wake up. But ultimately… It needs more experimentation to find out

if this is causation, not correlation.
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Threads to

Ascension
Defining Oneself through

Fashion (& the Dangers of

Fast Fashion through the

Lens of Sanity & Madness)

a personal essay by Sister Sheilyath

AZATHOTH: III.I: Mankind will have

become as the Great Old Ones; free and

wild and beyond good and evil, this is

the time that is easy to know.

Introduction

Throughout most, if not all, of

human history, one subject that’s

shared within is that of fashion. The

evolution it’s had with each passing

era—from the linens of ancient Egypt,

to the silks of feudal Japan, to the

wools of late Victorian England, and

to the polyesters of today—it’s safe to

say that fashion has always been, and

always will be, a centerpoint of

self-expression, whether it be

following a trend, or otherwise. But

what would this mean for an aspiring

Cultist of Cthulhu? It could mean a

handful of things. Some don’t care

much for fashion, as many people do,

and that’s okay. But others might very

well use their fashion sense to its

utmost potential, perhaps to even aid

them in their Ascension.

Herein it also must be pointed

out that it’s all up to the individual

Cultist if they wish to implement

fashion and style, as they should only

follow it if they believe it fits, into

their Ascension path. This is also not

to shame anyone who has partook in

buying from fast fashion now or in the

past. The purpose of the article is to

educate and provide information for

those who do wish to incorporate it

into their paths, as well as my own

personal experiences with my own

Ascension through fashion.

On Tying in Fashion Expression to

Ascension

The way someone may express

themself with different styles is

entirely up to them. It’s only fair, if

one wanted to show their true self

with how they dress, no? It should be a

given that the sense of style depends

on someone’s personal tastes as well as

what they see as comfortable. But they

also shouldn’t be required to conform

to any societal beauty standards, and

should be allowed—if they so

wish—to dress as eccentrically as

they want. This ties into the idea and

act of Ascension, as it directly

connects to the appearance of

someone’s ideal self who may or may

not exist in the future (a whole

Schrödinger’s Cat situation, so to

say). To serve as a refresher:

“Ascension is a symbolic pyramid

where each lower point represents

each of the fundamental building

blocks of who we are: the mind, the

body, the spirit. The skyward tip is

our monumentum to the starry skies,

and Ascension itself…Power,

self-creation, self-perfection,

intensification of will and purpose.

This is all gained through Ascension.”

—oC; p. 163, 169



When you think about it, style

and fashion could fall into all three

lower points of the pyramid, perhaps

alongside the top point of Ascension

itself. With your Lloig (mind), it

mends with your mental health, as

personal comfort and happiness are

must if you wish to partake in

implementing fashion into your path.

With your ‘Bthnk (body), it directly

ties in with the way you look, as it is

indeed the clothes that your perfect

self would wear. And lastly with your

Orr’e (vital principle), it’s connected

to what you think fits you best when

it comes to your sense of style, and

therefore knowing your inner self and

what your inner self likes. With the

three points seamlessly intertwined

with one another, in and of itself,

essentially evolves into Ascension.

Below are the thoughts of a fellow

Cultist on the matter:

How would you use fashion to

Ascend?

“For me fashion ties back to another

goal of Ascension, which is my biggest

goal, to fully transition,  feminine

fashion would help me feel better of

myself more comfortable within my

own clothing, letting me express who

I truly am in both inside and outside,

though I've always also been a fan of

fashion itself since it allows you to

show off your own creativity, because

every piece of clothing you pick off

is a little bit of you, clothing which

makes you be more comfortable, sexy,

cute, beautiful, you name it, it's

really just a way to let myself be free

and be whoever I want, it makes me

more brave to be who I am, to be the

perfect self image I see of myself.”

—Rowzei

On Cult Aesthetics in Everyday

Attire

When it comes to everyday dress,

comfort is usually the first thing

someone would think of when they walk

up to their wardrobe to get themselves

dressed for the day. Someone who

aspires to go about implementing Cult

aesthetics into their outfits is just

as valid as one who implements

literally any other aesthetic into

their clothes. Again, it’s all up to the

Cultist as to whether or not they want

to incorporate Cult aesthetics into

anything, really. They could do this

by using Lovecraftian-themed

clothing, or wearing

clothing/accessories from the Cult

shop, or what have they, so long as

they feel it fits.



Of course, the same would apply

for any aesthetic, or even

combinations of different aesthetics

to create something new. For example,

someone might have a style that leans

in to be more goth, but also

incorporate the emblem (or Sigil) of

Cthulhu into their clothes. Or

someone could wear something as basic

as tank tops and shorts, and include

things like archaic symbols. Someone

could even dress as if they were from

the very era of the height of Arkham,

if they so wish to. It all depends on

the individual, and what they feel is

comfortable whilst applying these

aesthetics. The following is another

fellow Cultist’s opinion on Cult

aesthetics in everyday clothes:

How would your everyday attire look

if Cult aesthetics were implemented?

“Cult aesthetics are already

implemented within our lives. I, and I

assume others, are already drawn to

the more unusual attire. Nothing

overly dramatic (though I do like to

let out my theatrical side for a

special occasion). Things like tooth

necklaces, eye rings, Cthulhu

pendants, satanic shirts, etc. We might

not buy or wear them a whole lot, but I

would guarantee our eyes gaze

particularly longer when we spot

these things among the regular

sunflower dresses and checkered

shirts. So I guess the more 'Cult

Aesthetics' available, would broaden

the various options for everyday use.”

—Nygosh

On Gathering Attire

It’s commonplace within Cult

Gatherings, whether they be in-person

or virtual, that there is a dress code

depending on formality. From simple

wool hoodies to ceremonial garbs and

masks, there’s already a plethora of

different styles through dress in

Gatherings. The best part of it is this:

the Cultist could make of this

whatever they please. They could even

give their garbs a connection to

themself, whether it be through using

their Archetype as an overarching

theme, or creating a mask all from

scratch, or even embroidering their

personal Sigil or Veiled Appellation

onto their garments, whatever they

may be. All in all, personalising

their Gathering attire, too, can aid

them in their path to Ascension if

they so choose it.

What are your ideal garbs for casual

Gatherings?

“On a casual gathering I would wear a

short tight dress with small sleeves, a

hooded cape shawl over it, patterned

stockings and either black high heels

or boots. This was my "aangeneem en

voorgestel" dress for church. I'm not

sure what it is called in English, [but]

it is a time in your life where you get

accepted by the church. I have very bad

memories in this church so I want to

wear a new one to be accepted and part

of the Cult and become better.”

—Érdnahc



What are your ideal garbs for

formal/sacrosanct Gatherings?

“My ideal garb for a formal gathering

would be a robe and mask that served a

practical, and aesthetic purpose.

Ideally a hooded robe of robust

materials, such as wool that can resist

the wind, a light rain or the cold. (All

of which are a bit of an issue near most

beaches at night.) The mask would

likely be either entirely unique,

having been made by myself, or a

similar likeness to that of the

gathered cultists. By having attire

that suited my ideal self, or how I

visualise my ideal self, would be a

great assistance in my Ascension.

Being proud of who you see in the

mirror, and even walking a mile in

their shoes, would help me connect

with that ideal form of myself.”

—Trasted

On the Topic of Sanity & Madness

While looking into fashion and

fashion expression, one thing that

usually comes to mind is how society

sees fashion, and how it’s evolved over

time. This could equate to certain

beauty standards, trending

clothing/styles, and the history

around them; keep in mind this can

very well apply to anyone, regardless

of gender or ethnicity/nationality.

Sometimes someone’s sense of

style is completely out of the “social

norm”, and that’s completely valid.

Nonetheless, if your style is out of

the “norm”, then people can and will

turn heads, whether it be in a positive

or negative way. And, of course, that’s

fine, too. Depending on where you are

or who you’re surrounded by, whether

it be a job or even family, not

everyone is going to approve of what

your style may be. Though this is

usually, without a doubt, because they

might believe (be it slightly or

firmly) in what society deems “normal”

at the present day when it comes to

clothes. Keep the idea of Sanity &

Madness in mind (be sure to refer to p.

75 of the Bible of Cthulhu, if you feel

you need a refresher on the subject).

With societal standards also

comes the question of access of

conformity to these standards. The

main culprit of what eases people into

fitting the social “norm” is the

industry of fast fashion. This brings

forth clothing that takes part in the

latest trends, but yet the demand is so

staggering from the low price that

comes alongside it that it feeds into

the already-existing culture of

consumerism. On top of this, the

environmental damage it does is

frightening, especially since approx.

60% of fibres and fabrics used are

made from plastic, therefore it’s near

impossible for them to decay when

they’re thrown into landfills
[2]

. It’s

with this that we must ask ourselves:

Is the damage done to the Earth—as a

byproduct of pressure of conformity

to societal “norms”—not mad?



What are your thoughts on fast

fashion, and how do you feel about how

society looks down upon styles that

don't fit into the social “norm”?

“I confess that I haven’t spent too

much thought on the subject of fashion

before, which makes this a brilliantly

refreshing question. To begin with I

would state that to me all fashion

(divorced from mere function by

definition) seems to be a medium of

self-expression based on the current

standards of beauty and status that

exist within a particular culture. An

expression that changes (often

dramatically) with each passing era

and vogue. The Victorian era style of

dress – exquisite though it may be –

would be quite out of place in our

fast-paced, consumer-based culture of

2021. A constant that seems to persist

throughout all stages of human

history is the desire to impart beauty

and/or status with one's articles of

clothing. There is evidence of certain

early homo-sapiens, unique in their

tribes, who would adorn themselves

with beads made of the ivory of

mammoth tusks: almost certainly a

symbol of status, be it as a hunter,

leader, or spiritual shaman. Likewise

an affluent ancient Egyptian of the

Middle Kingdom would routinely

adorn themselves with eyeliner and

makeup - and this in 2030-1650 B.C. So

it would seem to me that fashion is

arguably inherent to the human

condition itself. For one member (or

group) of our species to “look down”

on another’s sense of fashion is to

entirely miss the point. For all your

fashion sense and worldly splendour,

if you were to be transported to most

any other stage in human history you

would look quite the fool, and vice

versa. So the question then is, Who is

to say what the acceptable level of

self-expression is through fashion?

The norm? The norm is as fickle and

fluid as the fashion (and indeed

culture) itself, and so is a

non-sequitur. The creators of the

clothing? Well, here we touch on the

modern idea of “fast fashion,” which is

frankly abysmal. “Fast fashion”, in a

nutshell, is mass produced clothing

that trickles down from the catwalk,

made primarily in sweatshops. It is

cheap, hard to recycle, made at the

cost of others' freedoms and happiness,

and is therefore in my mind

unsustainable. It is first and

foremost a business; a byproduct of

the industrial revolution. Cheap,

inhumane labour, negative

environmental impact,

overconsumption, pollution, and

waste, all in the name of the almighty

dollar is surely another sign of the

Madness of this world. The desire to

express status and beauty is

psychologically understandable. It

seems to me that as individuals we can

choose to express ourselves in

whatever manner we see fit, provided

that we break no laws. And we can

likewise choose to ignore those who

would “look down” on us for doing so.

But surely there exists a world where

we as a species can cater to these

desires without it being at the cost of

others freedoms and happiness, and at

the cost of the health of our very



planet? Ultimately it comes down to

The Great Work, to guiding humanity,

and to readying this world for the

arrival of The Old Ones. Dress as you

wish, answer to none, and maybe keep

the horrors of “Fast Fashion” in mind

when you're next told how you should

look.”

—Wyntre

My Experience

I have had quite a journey since

I first joined the Cult in June of 2020.

But what’s changed the most about me

is how I feel in terms of my own

appearance, and my personal sense of

style. I was not made aware of fast

fashion and the damage it’s been

causing to the Earth until April of

2020, and I swore off buying anything

new from such stores ever since. I’ve

also been making a massive effort to

buy ethicall (namely secondhand

clothing as well as handmade pieces

from independent sellers), and have

been slowly learning how to sew so I

could eventually tailor clothes

myself. Admittedly I haven’t done so

much as visit fast fashion stores

until late April of 2021, where I

conducted my own research and

experiment in terms of material and

fit of different articles. From this I

came to the conclusion that most

garments I tried on were in fact made

using plastic fibers, with the only

natural fiber used being (most likely

farmed) cotton. Without a doubt were

the seams sewn in hastily, and not to

mention the horror that is the

pay—or lack thereof—the poor

sweatshop workers have likely gotten

from it.

As for my sense of style, I’ve

become much more comfortable

dressing more modestly. However, for

the past few years my style has also

shifted from a “normie”/dark academia

mix to one of antiquarian witchery.

With my ideal wardrobe consisting of

long skirts, frilly blouses with large

puffed sleeves (or even turtlenecks),

and shoes/accessories of pure,

genuine leather (which has been

proven to be more environmentally

friendly than vegan/faux leather,

which is simply more plastic), it’s

already come a long way as I now own

over ten pieces that are at least 50

years old. It’s more than a privilege

to be able to dress as my ideal self,

though of course society may not

think the same.

I have worn such outfits in

public, for all to see, and I can’t keep

count of how many people have turned

heads and stared, or how many times my

own family has looked at my outfits,

and told me I looked ridiculous. I can,

however, count how many compliments

I’ve gotten from strangers from my

outfits: just one. Of tens and perhaps

hundreds of people who have seen the

way I dress, only one has stopped to

tell me my clothing looks good. But

it’s that one compliment that keeps me

going with wanting to dress how I

want to dress. But it’s with this in

mind where I remind myself that I

shouldn’t care about what criticisms

someone might have in store for me,

for not fitting in the “social norm”.

And it’s with this in mind, that if not

wanting to dress how I want to dress,

and instead having to dress how

anyone else would dress, is

considered “sanity”, I would much

rather dress as eccentric as I want,

give myself much-needed confidence,

and declare myself insane.



Conclusion

With my own self-expression

through dress alongside my growing

and self-love, I, too, have Ascended. I

wouldn’t doubt that others have, too.

And if not by now, then may this

article be of help to those who wish to

do so in (and for) the future. I also

deeply encourage delving into further

research into the environmental

impact of fast fashion, and to also

look into alternative, independent

options that may aid you on your

journey. Let no one stop you from

pursuing your path to Ascension, and

let encouragement give you a boost

into doing so. Always strive to

remember that you have the right to

express yourself creatively, whether

it’s through clothes or through art or

whatnot, however you want. I leave

this with one final note, my favourite

lines in the Bible of Cthulhu…

“Remember the Truth of

Yog-Sothoth: you have but one chance

in the light…It is no matter if some

days seem dreary or hopeless, there

will be days where your coffee tastes

like liquid magic, where your

playlist makes you dance, where

strangers make you smile and the

night sky touches your soul.”

—BoC; p. 173

Let it be known that your

wardrobe, too, may very well give you

warmth. Let yourself free, and allow

yourself to Ascend as creatively as

you want to be. May your path be filled

with wonder, and May They Rise.

That is not dead which can eternal

lie,

—Sheilyath
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On the Dreamlands

As I see it, dream symbolism is not

supported by science.

As a practitioner in the

mental health field, I can say to

date there is currently no

definitive, scientific theory

connecting dreams, symbolism, and

meaning. Most of the dream

symbolism people hear about in

psychology came from Sigmund

Freud and Carl Jung’s work. Freud

and Jung both wrote their theories

in an earlier time, when psychology

operated much less scientifically,

and such theories were often not

peer reviewed by other

psychologists.

The best person to interpret

your dreams is you. A dream means to

you, what the content and

associations in the dream mean to

you, from your point of view. Two

people who dream of a black dog are

not going to have the same symbolic

meaning of the dog. One person may

be deathly afraid of dogs, and the

other a dog lover. So these two

dreamers are going to interpret

this dream experience differently

due to the different associations

their minds have made about black

dogs. Dreams are subjective

experiences and there is no

scientific way to explore “what the

dream means”.

When it comes to the

Dreamlands, dream interpretation,

and Lucid dreaming, the best person

to interpret what your dream means

is you. Your dream might very well

mean nothing important. Your

subjective experience of meaning is

yours to speculate on, and no one

else can give you more accurate

information than yourself.

In evolution, organs and

biological functions generally do

not exist long without a use. An

organ with no survival purpose

would be burdensome, require an

organism to consume more calories,

and thus, waste energy. If evolution

is not wasteful , then dreaming

must have a biological function.

Individuals that miss a few

hours of sleep will experience “REM

rebound” in which they make up for

lost dream time and will dream

longer and more vividly.

Individuals deprived completely of

REM sleep will begin to enter

“micro dreams” and either nod off

for a few seconds and experience a

quick dream, or even may actively

start hallucinating while awake.



Currently the major theory

that is scientifically accepted

related to dreaming is the

Activation-Synthesis model.

Essentially, this suggests the

experience of dreaming is our

consciousness trying to "make

sense" of the numerous brain

structures that are activated in

sleep whilst the brain “fine tunes”

neurons, removes waste and

information is integrated from

short-term to long-term memory.

Studies that support this:

Experiments with dreaming rats

show near exact brainwaves

dreaming as when their brain waves

were measured running mazes in the

day prior to when the rats went to

sleep.

Experiments with dreaming humans

had a group of individuals wear red

goggles for a few days. These tinted

everything they saw as red. After a

few days, a large portion of stimuli

became red in dreams, but never

everything. This suggests that new

information being processed could

be red, while older memories

remained the same colour as

encoded.

As I have previously noted,

our scientific enquiry does not

currently support “dream

symbolism”. This being noted

however, science has demonstrated

the phenomenon of Lucid Dreaming.

Firstly, we must consider that

we experience brainstem paralysis,

followed by entire body paralysis

during sleep. This makes sense from

a biological standpoint, that we do

not act out all our unconscious

dreamings. Yet, the eyes remain

unparalyzed. This resulting Rapid

Eye Movement, also known as “REM”,

signifies the dreaming state to

observers.

Stanford Dream Researcher, Dr

Stephen LaBerge, demonstrated the

phenomenon of Lucid Dreaming in

one of his studies. The study

involved researchers teaching

Lucid Dreamers (aka 'oneironauts') a

series of prearranged eye

movements. When these individuals

went to sleep, and began to

consciously control their dreams,

they began to perform these

prearranged eye movements. Then

when these individuals were woken

and asked what they were dreaming,

the individuals reported they had

started Lucid dreaming and

signalling to the researchers that

they were Lucid Dreaming..

- Thaumaturge



Finding a

balance

Many among us face cognitive

dissonance around striking the

balance between Cult Beliefs, and

the Right-Hand-Path beliefs of

our family and loved ones.

“Surely as a cultist it’s taboo for

me to support (insert religion

here)?”

The answer to that question is

a controversial subject at best,

and every individual cultist’s

opinions are subjective on the

matter. The picture below is of me

attending a recent christening

for a relative of my girlfriend.

The Bible teaches us to

strengthen and maintain familial

bonds that are beneficial to our

well-being and Ascension. A

cultist is able to support their

relatives and loved ones, without

simultaneously supporting their

belief system.

The day in question began

with meeting all relatives and

attending the christening

ceremony at a small Church of

England church.

The ceremony was as expected,

featuring a number of different

families, with the female priest

(a normal occurrence in CoE)

giving a sermon and calling up

one of the children to assist her

in this.

All-in-all a very good

atmosphere, with everyone

enjoying themselves, including a

feature appearance of the always

present crying infant or two.

As a child I always

enjoyed church, not

for the religious

aspect, but for the

purely architectural

side. I always enjoyed

the feeling of

grandeur the building

gave off, and with that

grandeur, it puts into

perspective how

infinitesimal you

truly are as a human

being. The acoustics

and lighting are

always perfect, so

that you sit quietly

and reflect on your

life, and the universe

at large.

My partner is very supportive

of me being a Cultist, though

isn’t a Cultist herself. This is

something that suits us both, as

not everyone is called, and we can

both exist in perfect

Nug-and-Yeb-esque harmony,

without having to force each

other’s beliefs down our throats.

In quiet opposition and

representation of the Cult, I

decided to dress appropriately

for the situation. I planned my

outfit days in advance, and

wanted to cram as much cult

imagery into the outfit as

possible. In total, I managed to

come up with 5 separate

references to the Cult, mainly;



1) A Green Shirt, representing

our colours.

2) A Green Lovecraftian themed

tie.

3) A Trinity Knot, representing

The Call, Ascension, and

Unification.

4) The Hand’s Ring.

5) The Meditation Hand Pose in

front of the church entrance.

After everything was done, we

went on our merry way and

celebrated the christening

further at my partner’s house.

After writing this article, I

suppose the biggest question on

everyone’s minds will be “was it

worth it?”, and the answer to that

is a resounding yes. I didn’t

attend the christening as any

form of religious defiance,

sacrilegium or otherwise

negative means. I attended the

christening as a means of

strengthening a supportive

familial bond, something that the

bible teaches us to do. I didn’t

support the church financially

or otherwise, and at the end of

the day had a fantastic outing

with my family. Each and every

Cultist is different. We all come

from different backgrounds and

have had different experiences

that shape our outlook on

reality. Many Cultists drawn to

the Cult have had a very negative

experience with mainstream

religion, which is something that

draws them to explore the world

of the left-hand-path. I

personally have no overwhelming

negative emotions against the

christians, so attending a

function like this is not a great

feat to undertake, though I can

understand why for other cultists

attending a function like this

would be off the table.

At the end of the day, there is

no right or wrong answer to this

question. We are all different,

and we all have to individually

reflect on how we want to live our

lives. We have to strike a balance

between our personal beliefs, and

supporting our loved ones

(should they be followers of an

opposing belief). Is it truly

worth isolating yourself from

your family and loved ones, or are

there better means of silent

opposition to be had?

May They Rise

- Dehyenyth





Submitted by StriderWolf08

on Discord



Submitted by

Daniel Svensson

on Facebook

(inspired by HPL’s

“The Tree on the Hill”)

Submitted by

Nile ‘Nyla’ Grah’nadgh-Yig

on Discord



Submitted by

Josh Myers

On Facebook



Clay sculptures

By: latein13

Submitted on

discord



The chill in the breeze,

The howling of the trees,

The colour of the leaves,

This is Shub-niggurath.

The smell of the soil,

Sounds in the night that make you recoil,

Sights that send you into turmoil,

This is Shub-Niggurath

Horned cultists in the night,

Gathered round a fire so bright,

To some a frightful sight,

We are her children.

Ia Shub-Niggurath, the black goat of the woods with a thousand young!

Submitted by Nilagh’ri on Discord





We would like to offer our gratitude to not only all the cultists that
made this possible, but for those of you who have taken the time to reach

this, the final page.

If you have an idea for an article, would like to contribute some artwork,
feedback and suggestions, or any other considerations you have for this

publication, you can reach us at

TheArkhamAdvertiser@gmail.com

We'd love to hear from you, and it is our sincere hope you enjoyed this
Work made by The Cult, for The Cult

May They Rise


